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Introduction

Welcome to this Annual Report for the Rutland Branch of the Campaign to Protect Rural England.
It is somewhat larger and intended to be more informative than previous reports. It starts with the
Chairman's Report given at the Annual General meeting on 22nd July 2018, which summarises the
branch activity for the year. This is followed by the detailed response made by the branch to the
draft high-level master plan for St George's, a key planning issue for the county.
As we now have a branch forward plan, this is presented at Section 4, noting that the current state of
progress against this plan is covered in the Chairman's Report. The minutes of the AGM are at
Section 5, followed by the statement of our accounts as at December 2017 and finally a list of the
officers and committee members for the year.
We would welcome feedback on the style, contents and format of this report, in order that we might
do even better next year. Please contact the Branch Secretary, Ms Shane James (Tel: 07802977132,
email: shanetjames2013@gmail.com) with any comments you may have.
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Chairman's Report

It has been a very busy year, both for the branch and for the national organisation, with a major
success in bringing in a national Deposit Return Scheme, a significant input made to the NPPF
consultation and, at the branch level, working more closely with Rutland County Council (RCC),
particularly as the plans for St George's start to take shape.

National Office
At the national level, CPRE has a new Chief Executive, Crispin Truman, who took over from Shaun
Spiers last September. Crispin is keen to move the organisation forward in many ways, and, given
the general falling off in membership numbers, one of his key initiatives is to redefine the purpose
of CPRE. This is still work in progress and has so far entailed extensive consultation around the
organisation and comparison with other bodies of a similar nature. This should result in a clear
statement of what it is now believed that CPRE exists to do. Work will then carry on to build on
this statement in order to broaden the appeal of CPRE to the wider public, to facilitate explaining
what it is we do, and to provide a clear focus for the many volunteers who make the organisation
what it is. A new director, furthermore, is to be appointed this coming September to lead on
volunteers and partnerships; one of her early tasks will be to appoint salaried support for some of
the regions, including the East Midlands, of which this branch is a member.
Following a major campaign, one of the biggest successes for some time for CPRE has been the
initiative on litter. This has resulted directly in the plan to adopt a Deposit Return Scheme for
drinks containers, as announced recently by Michael Gove, and also an extension in the plastic bag
charge to apply to all retailers. In support of this initiative, many branches are also engaging in
litter picking activities in their local area.
Earlier this year, there was a major consultation on the government's proposed revisions to the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). CPRE submitted a substantial and well researched
response, to which this branch contributed, and it is expected that much of this input will be
influential in shaping the final version of the framework. Pretty much in parallel with this, there
was a similar exercise over changes to agriculture legislation.
CPRE has conducted an investigation into the way Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) have been
functioning; a report, which, amongst other things, identified that rural economies are losing out in
this regard, was published very recently and is now available on the CPRE web-site. Rutland is
covered by the now somewhat discredited Greater Cambridge and Greater Peterborough LEP, but
which is nonetheless expected to provide some financial support for St George's, and so I have sent
the details of the report to Rutland County Council.
A short study was commissioned by CPRE nationally into how neighbourhood plans have been
shaping up; Ron Simpson, a committee member of this branch, has considerable experience in this
area and was able to contribute to this activity.
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Branch Level Activities
Branch Forward Plan
Last year, I announced that we planned to embark on generating a Forward Plan. This we have
done, with assistance and facilitation from the National Office; the output of this activity in March
was a short paper outlining our objectives, and this will be included in the Annual Report. There
are three main headings:
Working more closely with the local community, in particular RCC – we have had meetings with
David Brown, Director of Places at RCC, and some of the county councillors. Further engagement
is intended.
The Rutland Local Plan, including the proposals for St George's – This is a substantial activity, and
our progress is covered in more detail below.
Developing the Branch – which includes improving our capability in planning and in publicity and
communications. We have enlisted support in both of these areas, as I will outline later. We still
need to develop our relationships with other key local organisations.
The plan is now a regular item on the agenda of our regular committee meetings, when we review
our progress against it.
Rutland Local Plan
Last summer, a major revision of the Rutland Local Plan was
released by Rutland County Council for public consultation.
We submitted a substantial response to this document. One
of the significant comments we, and others, made was that,
although the Ministry of Defence's plan to relinquish St
George's Barracks had already been announced, the local
plan rather glossed over this and the possible implications.
Now that the St George's plans are moving forward, the
county council has decided to update the local plan to reflect
this, and we expect it to be released for further consultation
next month, leading to submission for examination early next
year. We will, of course, be looking very carefully at this
new draft and checking on how it has changed since the
previous draft and, in particular, how it accommodates the
proposals for St George's. I shall return to this shortly.
Environmental
We have been endeavouring to support the environmental initiatives within RCC. This previously
took the form of membership of the Environmental Theme Group, but this group was disbanded and
an alternative body was established, the Sustainable Growth (Environment) Theme Group, but still
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operating under the auspices of the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP). Unfortunately, this new
group did not attract the level of support from other organisations needed to ensure its viability and
so it too has been discontinued. A Task and Finish Group specifically to address the requirements
of the relevant planning policies has, however, been proposed and we have offered to provide a key
member of that group. At this stage, however, it has still to hold its first meeting. We continue to
be concerned about the level of importance attached to environmental issues in RCC.
St George's
As many of you will know, as part of the MoD's undertaking
to reduce the size of the defence estate (the Better Defence
Estate initiative, announced in 2016) and to make way for
some 55,000 houses, St George's Barracks, formerly RAF
North Luffenham, is to be relinquished in 2020/21. Last
year, and without any significant public consultation, RCC
and the MoD signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) regarding the future of this site. RCC then asked an
organisation known as RegenCo to take the MoU and come
up with a draft high-level master plan, which was released
for informal consultation in May this year. During this
period, a number of meetings, or Focus Groups, have been
held, ostensibly to allow for consultation on the options for
the site's future, but we have not seen any evidence that these
groups have had any real influence over the draft master
plan.
CPRE Rutland made a substantial response to the master plan consultation, and has also held
discussions with the county council leadership, the chairmen of Edith Weston and North Luffenham
Parish Councils and Sir Alan Duncan, MP. In the light of a number of letters and e-mails asking
what CPRE is doing about this issue, furthermore, I published a letter in the local papers to
summarise our response. The full of that response will be included in our Annual Report1, but I can
provide today the headline points.
Our key concern is that there is no evident strategic vision for the county, within which any
development at St George's could be seen to make a useful contribution, particularly in the light of
the many significant infrastructure projects already in progress across the East Midlands. These
include Midlands Connect, the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, the Leicestershire Strategic
Growth Plan and even HS2, all of which will inevitably have some influence on Rutland's future.
The vision for the future must also take account of the relentless progress in technology
development and the consequent trends in both business practice and consumer behaviour.

1 See next section below.
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The increase in the developed area at St George's, as clearly shown in the draft master plan
The proposed scale, of some 3000 houses in the main development, is quite unjustified. It is way in
excess of the currently established need for housing in Rutland, as stated in the local plan, and there
is no evidence that any more housing is needed. The area proposed for the new development,
furthermore, appears to be some three times that of the current barracks, and includes what is
presently North Luffenham Golf Course. The numbers are clearly based on demand, not need, a
failing which CPRE has consistently warned against at all levels.
The current proposal is in breach of many extant local planning policies, including those
specifically concerning the reuse of military facilities. There are also signifiant objections
regarding the implications for transport. Although this has still to be assessed by RCC in detail, it
seems likely that the existing infrastructure in that area will be quite unequal to the demands of the
proposed developments.
We have seen very little evidence of any serious attention to the possible environmental impact of
the proposals. Not only is much of the site currently rich in habitat and biodiversity, its proximity to
Rutland Water must be a concern should the level of human activity on the site increase
significantly.
The process of public consultation has been seriously flawed to date, and would appear to have
provided little more than an exercise in box-ticking by RCC. There must be full consideration of
and consultation on alternative uses of the site. The various public meetings held so far would seem
to have had little or no impact on the plans so far produced.
We have indicated that we would find the development of a new village, of the scale and character
of many existing Rutland villages, acceptable. We would also welcome using some of the site for
some rather more imaginative purpose, perhaps a technology park, agricultural college or renewable
energy farm, but something which would be an asset to the county in the future. Such options must
be fully researched and consulted on, and be coherent with the vision we believe is needed, before
the future of St George's can be agreed.
To deal with this important issue effectively, we have now established a subcommittee focused
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specifically on St George's. This group will meet regularly in order to keep abreast of
developments and forge the way ahead. We have the support of the National Office, who regard
this as a nationally important case regarding the reuse of government land for housing; one of the
national planning team will join the subcommittee, and the national press office has also been
briefed. We are also trying to arrange through RCC for a visit to the site so that we can be better
acquainted with the layout, etc., and we will be co-ordinating our activities with other interested
organisations as necessary.
Other Branch Activities
Other initiatives highlighted in last year's report have moved forward. We can record a minor
success with respect to the county council's position on Permitted Development Rights, particularly
in terms of Class Q, which refers to provisions for the conversion of barns to residential
accommodation under certain conditions and without the need to seek formal planning permission.
The council has determined that Dutch Barn conversions are not acceptable and that no such further
developments are to be permitted.
We also supported another albeit unsuccessful case, this time in Morcott, where conservation advice
seemed to have been ignored in the ill-informed granting of planning permission for a new build in
a conservation area; the council's position on the need for a dedicated conservation officer, however,
remains unchanged.
Unfortunately, we have had to discontinue the proposal to donate oak trees to some of the parishes,
mainly due to unforeseen planning obstacles.
Once again, we ran a very successful Christmas Quiz, with the two winners being presented with
their prizes at our lunch in March. Our thanks, as usual, go to our endlessly inventive but sadly
incorruptible quizmaster, Philip Riley, who, I'm afraid, is unable to join us today.
Membership
There are a number of changes to the volunteer staff of the branch. Julian Lessey, a previous branch
chairman, has decided to stand down from the committee following the AGM; we offer Julian our
grateful thanks for all that he has done for the branch over many years.
John Hillier joined us a couple of years ago following a flawed planning decision at a property in
Barrowden, and went on to take the lead for us in trying to set up a local event recognising CPRE's
90th Anniversary. Unfortunately those plans have fallen through, and John has in any case had to
stand down due to pressure of his other activities.
We have gained a new committee member, Carolyn Cartwright, who brings with her very useful
experience of working in the planning department at Rutland County Council. She is not able to be
with us today. We have also asked Rachel Burkitt to help us when necessary with publicity and
communications issues.
Last, but by no means least, our branch secretary, Andrea Elsbury, has had to stand down due to illPage 8

health, having served us for just about two years. Her replacement, Shane James, is here, and we
wish her well as she settles into this role.
As it does impact on the way we communicate with the membership and how we manage members'
personal data, I must mention the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), which came into
effect in May. Defining our position on this has been delayed slightly by the hiatus in our
secretarial support, but we are following CPRE national guidance, and will be publishing a branch
policy shortly. This will be based on CPRE's national policy, which is available on the CPRE website. We will in any case no longer be including a list of members or some other personal details in
our Annual Reports.
Current membership is now 116, which includes 11 parish councils; this is a notable increase on last
year. With the workload likely to increase, especially regarding any campaigning with respect to
the St George's proposals, we would, of course, welcome further support, both for the committee,
should anyone wish to offer their services, and in the form of additional membership. Please let
Shane or me know if you are able to help in either way.
Finally, the committee and I look forward to continuing to campaign for what is best for Rutland's
rural environment on your behalf in the year to come.
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Response to the Draft High-Level Master Plan for St
George's Barracks

The following response was provided on x June 2018, with copies sent to all county councillors, the
chairmen of Edith Weston and North Luffenham parish councils and Sir Alan Duncan, MP.

Overview
CPRE Rutland welcomes the opportunity to comment on the draft Master Plan for St George's. In
principle, we are supportive of the Council's approach to take control of the future development of
the site rather than leave it to developers or to risk it becoming derelict. This approach should allow
for the creation of a solution which meets the needs of the county and which can be seen as a useful
contribution to Rutland's future. We are concerned, however, that there seems to have been no
effective consideration of the wider impact of the proposed development across the county, or of the
many possible alternative uses suggested for the site, and we have serious questions regarding the
essential basis of the plan, particularly in that it would appear to contravene a number of existing
RCC policies, and over certain aspects of the process to date to develop it. More specifically, we
believe that the scale of housing proposed is far in excess of the needs of our essentially rural
county and, if delivered, would have serious adverse impacts far outweighing any benefits which
might derive. A more modest housing development, possibly realised through the sort of phased
approach currently being discussed within the parish council community, together with some more
imaginative features and facilities, would seem to offer a much more appropriate and acceptable
ambition and, we feel, should be considered carefully in place of the current plan. These issues are
expanded in our more detailed comments below.

The Need for a Strategic Vision
As we have previously commented in correspondence with RCC, the lack of any sort of strategic
vision for the county is a significant obstacle to the acceptability of the plan. This really must be
redressed as a matter of urgency. It needs to set out what sort of county we should aim to be and
identify how the county might evolve over the coming years, as well as considering how Rutland
will need to integrate effectively into the wider East Midlands community as it too evolves. In the
context of such a vision, it should be possible to assess the merits of different options for the St
George's site and thus engender local support for them.

Lack of any Evidence of Housing Need
The current draft local plan for Rutland is based on an identified housing need (the OAN) of 1503
new dwellings by 2036. This figure will be revised down by some 20% when the new government
formula for OAN is applied. As far as we can see, the council has not, as yet, provided any
evidence of any greater need - it is certainly not apparent in the draft plan document - and, as
current build-out rates in Rutland comfortably exceed the established need, it is hard to see how any
additional development can be justified. Although it is acknowledged that the NPPF does not limit
development to the OAN figure, CPRE has consistently urged authorities not to conflate housing
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demand with housing need, in order to ensure that houses can be made available to those who
genuinely are in need of housing, rather than merely satisfying market-led demands from
developers seeking to maximise profits or from those who simply aspire to, and can afford to, live
in larger homes. A clear statement of the real need for new houses in Rutland, based on an agreed
statement of the vision for the county, is required before any of the proposals can gain our or
widespread community approval.

Appropriate Scale and Character of Development
The proposed development, of up to 3,000 homes at the western side of the site, together with a
further development of 500 homes to the east, is far greater than can be justified. From the aerial
views in the plan document, it appears to cover an area roughly twice that of the current barracks,
taking over the golf course and a significant area of greenfield land. We believe that much of the
green field area of the site is currently in use for agriculture and, as there appears, therefore, to have
been no material change in use, we would expect this land to be offered to the previous landowners
under the Crichel Down rules before any plans could legitimately be made for alternative uses. It
would be contrary to natural justice for the MoD to be seen to make significant gains from the
disposal of land previously requisitioned for military purposes.
The proposed development does not comply with extant RCC policies. In particular, RLP8 in the
draft local plan concerns the reuse of military sites and requires, amongst other things, that such
proposals:
•

minimise developments on undeveloped land

•

protect and enhance the countryside

•

do not generate unacceptable levels of traffic (see below for our further comments regarding
traffic levels), and

•

be accessible by public transport.

Should the current plan actually be implemented, the result would be a town larger than
Uppingham. Given that there are just two market towns in the county at present, imposing a third
town would clearly have a major impact not only across the county as a whole, but in the
neighbouring regions as well. This would likely severely diminish the essentially rural nature of the
county and compromise much that Rutlanders hold dear, as well as being to the severe detriment of
the immediately surrounding villages. With so much new development, both residential and
commercial, already in train in the surrounding counties, as well as in Rutland itself, it is hard to see
why much of the unique character of our county needs to be sacrificed on the altar of unjustifiable
housebuilding demands.
Preservation of the character of the county's built environment would be far better served by one, or
possibly more, small villages of just a few hundred dwellings. Building style and materials are
important, as is highlighted in the draft plan (Section 5.0), although the statement that 'recent
developments have failed to reflect local built character …' seems to be a fairly damning indictment
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of the performance of RCC's planning department, and this must be redressed urgently if there is to
be a realistic level of confidence that RCC can actually deliver a satisfactory outcome.
We would expect that housing targets in other areas of the county identified in the current draft local
plan will be revised down to compensate fully for any development at St George's.

Consultation Process Flawed
From the presentations made by RCC and MoD to date, it is clear that there has been no effective
consultation on alternative uses for the site. Comments such as 'nothing ruled in, nothing ruled out'
in slides presented in April and July 2017 suggest that no decisions had at that time been taken,
while the presentation in September 2017, which appeared to herald the opening of community
consultation, offered only the solution embodied in the current draft master plan. The many
suggestions recorded from the consultation sessions in January 2018, furthermore, do not seem to
have been taken any further at all. Also, Section 3.0 of the plan document suggests that just three
fairly similar looking and unimaginative options were considered for the site, but gives no details of
them, and then states quite clearly that Option 3 was selected through discussion between RCC and
MoD. Given that the MoD will be relinquishing its interests in the site, it seems quite wrong that its
influence over the future plans should take precedence over the views of the residents of Rutland.
The draft master plan and the accompanying feedback form thus seem to have been produced to
seek comments solely on the detail of a predetermined option; this has, not unnaturally, been met
with widespread, almost universal opposition and condemnation across the county. This must be
redressed through meaningful public consultation as soon as possible.

Transport Assessment
The high level transport assessment seems to concentrate principally on the possible impact on
certain road junctions but does highlight relevant extant RCC transport policies. Total traffic need
is hard to discern from the report, but we note that a more detailed assessment is recommended. We
suspect that the traffic movements generated by the proposed development are likely to swamp the
existing infrastructure. 3,000 homes would potentially account for some 6,000 cars, while the
anticipated business activity, providing jobs for 3,000 people, would generate further traffic
movement in terms of both travelling to and from work and that needed to sustain the business
operations. To put it another way, it is difficult to see the sort of traffic levels currently evident
through Oakham and Uppingham (towns of comparable size to that proposed) being easily
accommodated on the roads around Edith Weston and North Luffenham. Additionally, over a
protracted period, there would be some 80 HGV movements per day (according to the transport
report) to support construction as well as an unspecified number supporting the quarrying activity.
RCC’s minimum requirements for parking and parking spaces per home are not realistic in an
environment in the countryside such as this, with little transport infrastructure, which relies on a
questionably viable bus service. The statistic that young people do not travel by car is skewed by
the fact that the majority of working young people are in the cities where transport infrastructure is
present and convenient. In this local environment, vehicles of some description will be required for
many years yet for people to get to work, carry children, shopping and get to social activities. The
statement, in Section 6.0, that “public transport will play a major role in helping to reduce the levels
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of road-based journeys” is thus highly questionable, and, in any case, is scarcely supported by the
minimal improvements to local bus services suggested.
Most couples who are working need a car each and that means that a two or three bedroom house
will have a need for two cars, and a four bedroom house (perhaps with a young adult living at
home) will need at least three. This is more than the minimum mentioned by RCC. Therefore
sufficient parking and road widths are necessary to avoid the situation as on the Barleythorpe estate,
where cars are parked on the pavements and opposite each other, causing congestion and cluttering
the streets.
It is of concern that the proposed development would contravene extant RCC policies in a number
of significant respects. In particular:
•

Policy HT3 - Location: Planning permission will be granted for development which: i) is in
close proximity and with good access to related land uses; ii) is in locations minimising the
need to travel in terms of the journey quantity and distance; iii) would not be detrimental to
environmental, amenity and highway considerations; iv) is in locations which facilitates
alternative forms of transport to the private car; and; v) in the case of major development has
good access to the specified road network.

•

Policy HT4 - Traffic Increase: Planning permission will not be granted for any development
which would be likely to result in an increase in traffic, particularly heavy vehicles and /or
parking, on roads unsuited to such usage, if it would: i) result in unacceptable levels of
congestion; ii) be a road safety hazard; iii) be detrimental to the amenity of surrounding
properties and the locality, or; iv) be detrimental to the environment.

•

Policy RLP8 – Reuse of Redundant Military Facilities: see our comments above under
Appropriate Scale and Character of Development.

The emphasis on walking and cycling is to be welcomed.

Environmental Impact
The draft plan asserts that there should be little need for ecological constraint or compensation for
loss of diversity. This may be so with respect to the currently built areas but surely not so in the
green space areas which are to be developed. There are, of course, many other environmental issues
to be addressed, including noise, light and air pollution, as well as waste disposal resulting from
increased business and residential activity together with consequent increases in road transport. The
risk of water run-off affecting Rutland Water should be a further consideration. The master plan
does not presently deal with any of these important issues.

Recommended Way Ahead
CPRE Rutland strongly recommends serious consideration of and consultation on alternative uses,
such as scientific or educational facilities, a leisure or even a national park, or a major health centre,
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together with a much smaller housing development to create a village in the character of many of
Rutland's existing villages, and in keeping with the agreed policies in the local plan. Popular
support for the eventual solution is regarded as essential if it is to succeed and would need to be
consistent with the government's localism agenda as well as relevant planning policies.
We suggest, therefore, that the process should start with a draft statement of the vision for the
county over the next 30 or so years, supported by sufficiently detailed analysis of the need for
further development, in terms of employment, recreational and leisure facilities, transport and
service infrastructure and then housing, and taking full account of infrastructure and other
developments in neighbouring counties. This should then be opened to consultation across the
county to secure community buy-in to the vision and to identify credible uses for the St George's
site. The options for the site should then be subjected to more detailed scrutiny to determine what
would be in the best interests of Rutland. We urge RCC to address these shortcomings before any
further work is undertaken to develop a master plan.
CPRE Rutland would be happy to support RCC working along the lines suggested above in
developing an acceptable plan for the future of St George's, which accords with agreed planning
policies and which meets the real needs of Rutland.
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CPRE Rutland Branch Forward Plan

The following sets out the plan developed early in 2018 with the assistance of CPRE National
Office, is based on the CPRE's Strategic Objectives.

Proposed Direction of Travel
Our aims should be:
•

To develop our relationship with Rutland County Council (RCC).

•

To get into a position to exert greater influence over development and preservation of the
county's built and natural environments.

•

To raise the profile of the branch within the community.

Improving Relationships within the Rutland Community
We should build on the initial meeting with David Brown, Director of Places at RCC. Meetings
with the current portfolio holders for relevant areas should now be sought.
An event at which the county councillors can be briefed on CPRE generally and the Rutland Branch
aims in particular is proposed. This should probably include representation from NO on wider
planning issues as well as a more specific focus on local matters and the Local Plan. Timing will be
dependent on the schedule for the updating of the Local Plan. The event should probably be
preceded by a letter to all the councillors to outline our general objectives and invite them to
consider taking up membership and to offer further support to CPRE.
In addition to working more closely with RCC, we should be looking to liaise more effectively with
a number of other individuals and organisations. A suitable briefing note, which can be tailored to
suit different addressees, is needed to sound out the potential for co-operation.

Rutland Local Plan
We must pursue the development of the current draft plan, to ensure that important points, including
those recorded from the initial plan facilitation day, are fully taken into account. It is expected that
there will be a public enquiry to review the updated plan, which should address the various
comments received. We should consider taking on suitable professional experience to represent our
position more effectively and ensure that we are able to provide expert input.
We need to have a clearer idea of the timescale for further updates to the Local Plan, and for the
availability of the important associated plans, in particular Transport and Infrastructure. The
Branch should also endeavour to ensure that the relationship between the local and the various
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neighbourhood plans develops appropriately. Environmental aspects are also important, and efforts
will be needed, possibly through the LSP Sustainable Growth (Environment) Theme Group, to drive
the requisite policies and standards into the Local Plan. Many extant and emerging CPRE reports
are of relevance here.
A key feature of the emerging local plan will be the proposed development of St George's Barracks.
This has the potential for a signifiant impact across the entire county and very likely much further
afield; indeed, a co-ordinated approach to align with major developments in adjoining counties is
seen as highly desirable. It can be expected, therefore, to represent a major campaigning and
recruiting opportunity for the branch, as strongly felt local opinions will inevitably emerge. Branch
strategy, supported by NO, will need to be carefully thought out.

Branch Development
Updating of the Rutland Local Plan, and in particular the St George's development, should underpin
the ongoing development of the branch, in that it should both increase the profile of the branch and
provide a stimulus to increase membership and thus funding. This should lead to opening up of
further opportunities as the resource base grows.
There is a need for professional support in the form of both planning experience (as noted above,
e.g.) and publicity/communications skills.
Creating and maintaining a branch web-site, supported by a competent web-master, is a key
requirement, but this must be done well. There already exists a branch page on the regional website, which needs to be developed. Producing a regular newsletter is desirable, but demanding in
terms of resources. A well-produced annual publication, to incorporate the annual report and other
suitable material, might be feasible and would certainly be worthwhile.
Better connections with tourist organisations, including Discover Rutland, Active Rutland, should
be pursued in the short term; there is significant potential for further exploitation of the Rutland
Round in this regard. Further promotion should be achieved through letters and articles in local
papers and the use of local radio. In due course, and with a more coherent message to sell,
advertising in local publications and establishing stalls at suitable events/shows should be
considered.
With a stronger presence in the community and with greater expertise in key areas, we should be
focusing more on the younger population, in order to ensure greater continuity of membership in the
years to come and to encourage further expansion of our skills base. This could include giving talks
to schools, colleges and universities, as well as commissioning suitable projects for students in
support of our aims; the development of our web-site might form a good candidate project.

Plan Review
Progress against this plan, and the plan itself, should be kept under review, at least as a regular
agenda item at committee meetings; the latest version should be included in the branch annual
report.
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Minutes of the CPRE Rutland Annual General Meeting

Held on Sunday 22nd July 2018 at 64 Main Street, Whissendine
There were 32 members present.
Apologies
Received from Mrs M Stribbling Mrs P Plant, Dr W Westwood, Mr A Jordan, Mr R Strouts, Mr G
Robinson, Mrs M Towl, Mr J. Lessey, Mrs G Boston, Mrs J Higgins, Ms C Cartwright.
Introduction
The Chairman, Malcolm Touchin, welcomed all to the meeting. He then thanked the President, Sir
Laurence Howard, for the use once again of his lovely garden for the meeting. He welcomed new
members and guests and, in particular, Mr Tony Stott, Acting Regional Chair for the East Midlands.
The Chairman announced that the Secretary/Treasurer, Ms Andrea Elsbury, had had to stand down
due to ill-health and Mrs Judy Geer was standing in to take the minutes. A new committee member,
Ms Carolyn Cartwright, was not able to attend and had sent her apologies.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 30 th July 2017
The Chairman mentioned an error in the Finance Report where the date of the approved accounts
should read 31 December 2016 not 2015.
With this amendment the adoption of the minutes was proposed by Mrs Patsy Clifton, seconded by
Mr Simon Boston, and agreed by all.
Matters Arising
None.
Finance Report
The Statement of accounts was distributed to members present.
The total income for the year at £2880.87 shows an increase over 2016 of £423 which is due to an
increase in subscriptions of some £153. The income from the Rutland Round booklets and
Christmas Quiz continue to rise steadily thanks to the support of the members and Committee.
Expenses show an overall increase of £257, which can be contributed in part to the hire of meeting
rooms to accommodate our increasing number of Committee Members.
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The surplus for the year is £734.
In the final accounts last year there was a transposition error in the Savings Account balance which
should have read £5384.68 instead of £5834.68. This has been amended by an adjustment of £450
as you can see on the printout. The error occurred as a result of a spreadsheet programming error
which has now been corrected.
Despite some of these changes we are still left with a healthy bank balance of £5185 to the Current
Account and £5387 in the Savings Account.
The total income from the sales of the Rutland Round over its lifetime has now reached £7499
The proposal to adopt the accounts was made by Mrs Amberley Moore and seconded by Mr Ron
Simpson. Agreed unanimously.
Chairman’s Report
The Chairman gave his report on the National CPRE activities, the Rutland Branch activities and
the St George’s Barracks Development Plan.
The full report will appear in the Annual Report 20182 to be circulated to members. The report
would no longer include the names of members and the addresses of the committee, due to the
GDPR data regulations which came into force in May.
Election of Officers
Two members of the committee were standing down – Mr Julian Lessey and Mr John Hillier and a
new member was willing to stand - Ms Carolyn Cartwright.
Ms Andrea Elsbury, the Secretary/ Treasurer has had to stand down due to ill health after 2 years
with the Branch. Thanks were given to her for her contribution. Ms Shane James will take over
and was introduced to the meeting.
The election of the President, Sir Laurence Howard, and the Vice President, Mrs Barbara Keene,
was proposed by Dr Sarah Furness, seconded by Mrs Patsy Clifton and agreed by all.
The President then took the chair and thanked Malcolm Touchin and his team for all the work they
had done. They had upped the pace of the CPRE in Rutland and their dedication would make a
meaningful impact.
The list of committee members willing to stand was proposed en bloc by the President and
seconded by Dr Sarah Furness:
Chairman
Members

Mr Malcolm Touchin
Mrs Patsy Clifton

2 See Section 2 above.
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Mr John Williams
Mrs Judy Geer
Mr Cliff Bacon
Mr Ron Simpson
Mr Gerry Robinson
Ms Carolyn Cartwright
Secretary/Treasurer Ms Shane James.
The Chairman reported that there were 4 trustees for the CPRE Rutland Branch Charity – Mr
Malcolm Touchin, Mr John Williams, Mr Gerry Robinson and Mrs Judy Geer.
Awards
The CPRE makes awards in recognition of volunteers who have given long service or who have
made a special or significant contribution. This year an award was given to Mr Julian Lessey, who
had worked hard for the Branch for over 10 years and had improved the number of members and
contributed greatly to its success. He was given a medal, a certificate and a book token, presented
to his wife in his absence, and with many thanks for his dedication.
Any Other Business
Mr Simon Boston asked if CPRE could do anything to encourage the development of wild flower
meadows around Rutland Water where there were lots of nettle beds. Dr Sarah Furness said that
Anglian Water was interested in providing wild flower meadows and suggested he make an
approach to Mr Peter Simpson of Anglian Water to pursue this.
Mr Tony Stott said that, as Acting Chair of the East Midland Region of CPRE, he was very
impressed with the Rutland Branch and the work they are doing. There would be a lot of work to
come in the near future and the Region would be there to help.
The meeting closed at 4.45 pm.
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Statement of Accounts
CAMPAIGN TO PROTECT RURAL ENGLAND - RUTLAND BRANCH
Accounts for the Year to 31st December 2017
Income & Expenditure Account
INCOME
Subscriptions : Branch Share
Fundraising & Sales
Rutland Round
Christmas Quiz
Donations
Bank Interest

Year to
31/12/2017

Year to
31/12/2016

1695.95

1618.59

357.00
144.50

501.50
18.50
2.20

Total Income

273.00
281.96

504.96
26.50
3.43

2218.15

2153.48

855.00
282.61
105.00
23.26
254.15

966.00
211.75
288.00
45.50
270.30

1520.02

1781.55

698.13

371.93

31/12/2017

31/12/2016

5583.35
5386.88

4890.85
5381.25

Net Assets

10970.23

10272.10

Represented by:
Reserves Brought Forward
Current Year Surplus

10272.10
698.13

9900.17
371.93

Reserves

10970.23

10272.10

EXPENSES
Admin Officers Fees
Admin Expenses/Meetings
Travel Expenses
AGM
Annual Lunch
Total Expenditure
Surplus
Balance Sheet as at: 31st December 2017
Bank:
Current Account & Petty Cash
Savings Account

Accounts for the Year to 31 st December 2017
I certify that I have examined the records of the CPRE – Rutland Branch presented to me,
and found that the accounts are in accordance with the records for the period
1st January to 31st December 2017.
M. Ramsay Ross CA
20th November 2018
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Officers and Committee Members for 2018/19

Officers:
President:
Vice President:

Sir Laurence Howard
Mrs Barbara Keene

Committee Members (Trustees):
Chairman:
Members:

Treasurer:

Mr Malcolm Touchin (Trustee)
Mrs Patsy Clifton
Mr John Williams (Trustee)
Mrs Judy Geer (Trustee)
Mr Cliff Bacon
Mr Ron Simpson
Mr Gerry Robinson (Trustee)
Ms Carolyn Cartwright
Ms Shane James
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